In the double superposition hypothesis, the global inplane displacement, which applies to the whole laminate, is enriched by local displacements which are restricted to each individual ply. To avoid the number of d.o.f.s growing with the number of plies, the transverse shear stress continuity is enforced as usual whereas the inplane displacement continuity is "doubly" constrained for two different groups of the local displacement. Based on the hypothesis, a two-node beam element is attempted. The element has the deflection and its derivative as its nodal d.o.f.s. Despite the fact that interpolated deflection is a cubic function of the longitudinal coordinate, the element yields poor accuracy. The cause is sorted out to be an algebraic constraint in the transverse shear. To overcome the constraint, a heterosis node is added. Remarkable improvement of the element accuracy is noted.
INTRODUCTION
In the past three decades, considerable interest have been attracted to develop analytical and numerical models for structural/stress analysis of composite laminates. It has been well-known that the classical plate theory, in which the transverse normal and the mid-surface are assumed to be perpendicular before and after deformation, is inadequate [1] . Reissner and Mindlin proposed the first order shear deformation theory as a supplement to the classical theory [2, 3] . The former allows for a constant transverse shear strain along the thickness direction. Physically, the transverse shear stress should vanish at the top and bottom surfaces of the plate. Hence, a shear correction factor is required to maintain a proper transverse shear stiffness. The factor can be eliminated if higher order shear deformation theory is employed with some of its kinematic d.o.f.s constrained according to the zero shear traction boundary condition [4] [5] [6] . Generally speaking, shear deformation theories can determine global responses such as transverse displacement, buckling load and harmonic frequency with acceptable accuracy. However, they fail in predicting the transverse shear stress due to the C 1 -nature of the assumed inplane displacement in the thickness direction that renders the transverse shear strain continuous. With different elastic moduli along and transverse to the fibre, the predicted transverse shear stress becomes discontinuous and, thus, violates the traction reciprocity at the ply-interface.
Layerwise models are the fundamental remedy to the C 1 -limitation of the shear deformation theory. In these model, only C 0 -continuity of the displacement is maintained at the ply-interfaces [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . To enhance the accuracy of the transverse shear stress in the layerwise model, there are at least three different approaches. In the renowned hybrid/mixed finite element method, an independently assumed C 0 -continuous transverse shear stress which may also be equilibrating is assumed [10] [11] [12] . It is often noted that the inplane stress and its inplane derivatives are satisfactory.
The second approach consists of post-processing measures that derive the transverse shear stress from the inplane stress by making use of the stress equilibrium condition [9, 17, 18] . A shortcoming of the two approaches is that the number of kinematic d.o.f.s will become intractable as the number of plies grows. The third approach enforces the C 0 -continuity of the transverse shear stress by expressing the condition in terms of the kinematic d.o.f.s and having some of them eliminated. It is possible to limit the number of local kinematic d.o.f.s per ply equal to that of the displacement and transverse shear stress continuity conditions per ply-interface [14] [15] [16] . In this light, the number of constant and independent to the number of ply. By using the virtual work principle and a set of trial displacement functions which are exact along the inplane direction, Li & Liu obtained impressive accuracy in the cylindrical bending problems of Pagano [1] . To make the hypothesis more versatile, a pertinent beam finite element model is derived. Numerical examples and their elasticity solutions are presented to illustrate the element accuracy.
THE 1,2-3 DOUBLE SUPERPOSITION HYPOTHESIS
Details of the hypothesis for plate bending analysis can be found in reference [16] . In this section, the hypothesis has been simplified for beam bending analysis, see Fig.1 . The displacement field of the k-th ply in the laminated beam can be written as :
ζ ζ is the first group of local (to the k-th ply) inplane displacement is the second group of local (to the k-th ply) inplane displacement
is the transverse parametric coordinate of the k-th ply It can be seen that the k-th ply is bounded by z z k = and z z k = +1 . Moreover, ζ k = ±1 at the two plyinterfaces. This is termed the 1,2-3 hypothesis as the first group of local displacement contains the 1st and 2nd order ζ k -terms whereas the second group of local displacement contains the 3rd order ζ k -term. The 1,3-2 and 2,3-1 hypotheses can also be formed. However, we shall restrict ourselves to the 1,2-3 hypothesis as it is most natural. 
where Q is the transverse shear modulus of the k-th ply
( , ) ( , ) = + is the transverse shear strain in the k-th ply By virtue of Eqn. (1), Eqn. (2) can be expressed as :
where 
, and . Moreover, u and u can be eliminated by the zero shear traction condition at top and bottom surfaces of the laminate, i.e. Q z . Finally, the displacement field of the k-th layer can be expressed as :
To compute 's 's and T 's, we first define :
For k > 1, , and are calculated from the following recursive relations : where "L" and "T" denote the longitudinal and transverse directions with respect to the running fibre. In this problem, the closed-form solutions take the following forms :
from which the stress components will assume the following forms :
where 's are functions of z. With the following global trial functions :
which have the same transcendental content as the analytical solutions, Li & Liu solved the unknown coefficients U , U , U , U , U and W by the double superposition hypothesis and the virtual work principle. The computed solutions are in good agreement with their analytical counterparts [16] . Being impressed by the accurate results in the above simply supported beam problem, the present paper will derive a beam finite element model using the double superposition hypothesis.
TWO-NODE BEAM ELEMENT
Judging from the kinematic relations given in Eqn.(4), the simplest element appears to be the two-node elements with seven d.o.f.s ( , , , , , and ) per node, see Fig.2 . The interpolated displacements and x-coordinate inside the element "e" can be obtained in the standard way : 
where
1 is the element length the subscript "(i)" denotes the nodal counterpart of the related variable Cantilever subjected to End Shear Force : A cantilever made of a homogeneous isotropic material is first examined, see Fig.3 . For simplicity, the Poisson's ratio is taken to be zero. The cantilever is modelled by the element using two plies. At the clamped end, all nodal d.o.f.s are restrained. As both the element and exact transverse displacements are cubic in ξ [19] , accurate predicted deflection is expected even with only one element. Nevertheless, Fig.4 shows that the predicted end deflection is far from expectation. 
Simply-Supported Beam subjected to Uniformly Distributed Loading
: The element is also tested by a simply-supported beam made of homogeneous isotropic material with zero Poisson's ratio. Again, the beam is divided into two identical plies. The beam is subjected to uniformly distributed loading q o (force per unit area), see Fig.3 . Owing to symmetry, only half of the beam is modelled. Fig.4 shows the normalized mid-span deflections. With two elements, the yielded accuracy is around 95% at . However, the transverse shear stress at the two element centres is disappointing as seen in Fig.5 . It is noteworthy that the stress is not even symmetric. 
This presents a severe shear constraint in the sense that it involves very few nodal d.o.f.s. In the two considered problems, the effect of the constraint is obvious even when the element aspect ratio The accuracy of the new element is far more superior to that of the two-node element both in deflection and shear stress as seen in Fig.4 and Fig.5 . Both problems are re-examined with only one three-node element using two plies. 
FURTHER NUMERICAL TESTS
The three-node element is then tested by Pagano's laminated beam problem [1] , see the description in Section 2 and 
As the transverse variation of the transverse shear stress is most drastic for small aspect ratios (L/h), most of the examples employ an aspect ratio equal to four.
(0/90/0) Symmetric Laminate : Fig.6 (left) indicates that excellent central deflection is obtained even with one element and the result is not susceptible to the aspect ratio. On the other hand, accurate inplane displacement at beam tip is achieved with two elements as portrayed in Fig.6 (right). Fig.7 shows the transverse shear stress for L h / = 4 (left) and (right). With four elements, the predicted stress overlap with the exact solution [1] . Nevertheless, the present result is more smooth as seen at the ply-interfaces of the first and last plies.
CLOSURE
A three-node heterosis beam element is developed for cylindrical bending analysis of composite laminates by adopting the double superposition hypothesis of Li & Liu [16] . The heterosis node is introduced to balance the interpolation order of the inplane and transverse displacement d.o.f.s such that the shear constraint observed in the two-node element can be overcome. As revealed in the numerical examples, the element yields excellent and good accuracy in the displacement and stress predictions, respectively. Development of a plate bending element for general laminate analysis is being undertaken.
